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1. Foreword 
 

vNAAATS (Virtual North Atlantic Air Traffic System) has been created to enhance North 
Atlantic operations on the VATSIM network by bringing controlling technology in line with the 
real world. The system is modelled from GAATS+, the system in use at Gander and 
Prestwick to monitor flights across the ocean, and some modifications have been made to 
suit controllers’ needs on the network (with a little imagination!). 

The developer would like to thank the following people for their involvement in the 
development and testing process: 

• Pierre Ferran 
• Kirollos Nashaat 
• Jagard Strong 
• Chriss Klosowski 
• Mats Edvin Aaro 
• Liesel Downes 
• Dieter Windels 
• Miroslaw Majerczuk 
• …and more! 
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2. The Situation Tracker (SiT) 
 

vNAAATS implements an advanced, custom ADS-B Situation Tracker (SiT) to visualise 
aircraft positions on a radar-type display. 

Tags & Targets 

 

An aircraft not under the control of the logged-in oceanic controller displays with a blue tag 
and a diamond-shaped target. If this tag is tracked by another controller, that controller’s ID 
will show on the top of the diamond. If the tag is untracked, no ID will show. 

 

An aircraft being tracked by the current logged-in oceanic controller displays with an orange 
tag and an aircraft-shaped target. The controller’s ID is displayed on top of the target. This 
same ID will be displayed to other clients. 

 

An initiated handoff is displayed with a white tag (except callsign), and a H/O status. 
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3. The Control Bar 
 
An oceanic controller performs many of their core actions from the control bar at the top of 
the screen along with accessing key windows such as the flight plan window and track info 
window. 

General Panel 

 

Setup: Defined separation minima and list toggle settings (NOT YET IMPLEMENTED). 

NotePad: Controller scratchpad (NOT YET FINISHED). 

Contracts: ADS-C control panel for the current ASEL (NOT IMPLEMENTED). 

Track Info: Current NAT track information including flight levels and route. 

Misc: Plugin information (NOT IMPLEMENTED). 

Message: General message panel for reporting received CPDLC messages. Currently 

irrelevant. 

Tags: Toggle tags on/off. 

Flight Plan: Open flight plan window for current ASEL. This will be disabled unless you have 

a current aircraft selection. 

Detailed: Open a detailed tag for the current ASEL. 

ASEL: The currently selected aircraft. 

Smart Filters & Overlay Panel 

 

Area Sel: Select controlling area to build ‘other’ and ‘inbound’ lists with relevant traffic 

(options are CZQX: Gander, EGGX: Shanwick and BDBX: Bandbox). Automatically 

responds to change of dropdown item. 

Tck Control: Select specific tracks to show only traffic on those tracks, plus random routing. 

Overlays: Select a specific overlay to display (all tracks, eastbound tracks, westbound 

tracks, selected tracks are currently implemented). 

Pos Type: Select between Delivery, OCA Enroute and Multi-role to filter traffic by role. 

Automatically responds to dropdown, Select button irrelevant. 
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Tools Panel 

 

Alt Filter: Altitude filter to display aircraft between the defined band. Click Alt Filter button to 

enable/disable. 

Halo: Draws rings around aircraft at the selected value (time in minutes). Right click to 

change value, left click to enable/disable. 

PTL: Shows a projected track line at the specified value (time in minutes). Right click to 

change value, left click to enable/disable. 

RBL: Range Bearing Line tool. Shows distance in minutes between two aircraft and their 

altitude difference (time/altitude diff). Select the tool, then select two aircraft by clicking on 

their tags one after the other. 

PIV: Path Intercept Vector tool. Shows two aircraft routes in relation to each other, including 

where conflicts are projected to start and end. Select the tool, then select two aircraft by 

clicking on their tags one after the other. 

Rings: Not yet implemented. 

Grid: Displays the grid overlay on the scope. Currently broken, it will crash your Euroscope, 

so it is disabled. 

Sep: Separation tool. Shows projected closest position based on current heading of two 

aircraft, as well as their distance in minutes and altitude difference at that location. 

Qck Look: Displays detailed tags for all aircraft. 

 

 

 

Continues over page. 
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4. Conflict Mechanics 
 

vNAAATS recognises conflicts in the context of oceanic flight in all four dimensions (time, 
height, lateral, longitudinal), updating every five seconds. 

The Conflict List 

 

Aircraft will display in the list if their distance is eight minutes or under. A distance of 
between eight and five minutes is considered a warning; aircraft will be highlighted in yellow 
with a W + their time in the list. Aircraft below five minutes are considered critical and will be 
highlighted in red with a C + their time in the list. 

Display on the SiT 

 

On the SiT, conflicts are also displayed. A critical conflict is shown by a red tag with a 
flashing red and white callsign and target, whilst a warning highlights only the target in 
yellow. These colours are also used on the RBL, Sep and PIV tools, and in the latter two will 
highlight the exact portion of the prediction where the conflict will occur. 
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5. The Flight Plan Window 
 

vNAAATS incorporates a flight planning window. Much of the under-the-hood functionality 

implemented within the window is designed for CPDLC operations, and is thus disabled for 

now, however there are a number of still-relevant features to note. 

Button & Information Bar 

 

Close: Closes the window. 

Copy: Makes a copy of the current primed plan. Copy mechanism only used for oceanic 

revisions, and thus is not usable if a clearance has not been entered already. 

Unclear: Irrelevant for now. 

Co-ord: Opens the active coordination window. 

Man Entry: Opens the manual clearance entry screen. Only available if the aircraft does not 

currently have an oceanic clearance. 

Probe: Opens the conflict window, showing predicted points of compromised separation 

along the route. 

Delete: Deletes the copy. 

ADS: Not implemented. 

ReadBK: Irrelevant for now. 

Message: Irrelevant for now. 

History: Irrelevant for now. 

Save: Not yet implemented. 

Datalink: Shows ONLINE if connected to datalink. Irrelevant for now. 

Com: Shows VATSIM communication selection (/V, /R, /T) 

Sector: Shows active control sector. Not yet finished. 
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Primed & Copy Data Panel 

 

Spd: Speed in Mach (Entered as a whole number, not decimal). 

FL: Flight level in thousands of feet. 

Dest: Destination 

Track: Track letter ID or RR for Random Routing 

State: Current flight plan state, UA for ‘Under Action’ (being edited), ‘PC’ for ‘Provisional 

Clearance’ (clearance sent but no ReadBK clicked), or nothing (no action in progress). 

Route box: Shows points and their estimates. Click on the box to edit the route. 

ATC/: Currently disabled. Opens the ATC restrictions panel. Dropdown non-functional. 

A copied flight plan panel looks the same. It opens below the primed data panel. Controllers 

must use this when editing the profile to make a revision. 

Manual Data Entry Panel 

 

Using this panel, a controller can enter a manual clearance, i.e. one distributed over voice. 
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Conflict Window 

 

This window shows the conflicts that would occur should a clearance be given on the chosen 
profile. NOTE: Currently will always say ‘no predicted’, needs to be properly completed. 

ACCCL: Accept clearance on the chosen profile. (DISABLED UNTIL CPDLC SUPPORT) 
MANCL: Override any conflicts and issue the clearance anyway. (DISABLED UNTIL CPDLC 
SUPPORT) 
CO-ORD: Not yet enabled. 

Active Coordination Window 

 

Current Authority: The current station tracking the aircraft. UNTRACKED if nobody 
tracking. 
Selected Authority: The current authority selected in the Active Authorities window. Click 
an active authority in the window to highlight. 
Close: Closes the window. 
Notify: Not yet functional. 
Accept: Accepts a handoff from a station. 
Reject: Rejects a handoff from a station. 
Transfer: Initiates a transfer to another station. 
Track: Tracks the aircraft. Button labelled ‘Release’ if aircraft already tracked by you. 
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